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Load Cell Calibration



Calibration

The process of adjustment and comparison between two measurements 
– one known and one measured.

The technique used to set up an unknown signal to a know standard

The ability to take a measured value( analog signal) and convert it to a 
engineered unit ( Lb-force or Newton)

Verification

The process of confirming a known signal against a measured value .

Terminology



▪ Load cells are metal devices that flex when load is applied
▪ Attached resistors flex and are monitored to measure load
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The load causes resisters to deflect causing a small 
output (millivolts) 

10V

LOAD

▪ Max Output is based on Voltage Input – Ex. rated output is 2mV/V

▪ This means the output is 2mV for every V input

▪ With 10Volt input, the max output would equal 20mV
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Amplifier - used to make signal more robust
Takes the 0-20mV signal and changes it to a larger voltage (0-10V) 
The 20 millivolt signal can be affected by electrical noise-
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Analog input Card 
Takes the 0-10V input and converts it to a number in the PLC
The number range is based on the card resolution (16 bit  = 32,768 )

2x2x2x2x2…. 16 times = 32,768

plc
0

32, 768
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Steps to setup load cell

Load

Output

Note: mV from Load cell cannot be changed

Amplifier Setup

1) With Zero load, adjust zero on amp (0V)

2) With known load (50%) adjust amp span 
until correct output is seen ( 5V)

3) With another load (70%) adjust span to 
achieve proper voltage (7V)

4) Recheck zero- adjust

5) Recheck 50% and 70%

span




